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Vacuum lines 
 
The 1997 GT is unique because it has two vacuum ports off the throttle body. The 1997 M90 
is unique in that it has 2 extra vacuum ports on the blower next to the boost bypass valve. 
These can be used or you can run a tube from one port to the other using about 3” of 
vacuum line. This will block both of them (they enter the same blower passages). 

The brake booster ½” vacuum line needs to be replaced with the included L67 brake 
booster hose. It connects to the top of the blower. 

The small vacuum line going to the back side of the stock L36 plenum (next to the 
½” brake vac line) runs the climate control inside the car. It’s a thin plastic line that 
connects right next to the brake booster ½” line. This small vacuum line will connect to the 
supplied T fitting (the largest joint of the T-fitting). Connect one of the remaining T fitting 
joints to the plastic multi-vacuum port on top of the blower and the remaining T-fitting joint 
to the MAP sensor. Cut and fit the supplied vacuum line as needed. 

The MAP sensor needs to be removed from the L36 upper intake. Remove the rubber 
grommet on it and use the supplied vacuum line to connect this to the supplied T fitting. 
This fitting will now connect the climate control vacuum line and the MAP sensor to the top 
of the blower. This sees vacuum but never boost. This way the 1 bar MAP sensor won’t trip 
a code because during WOT it will read atmosphere (instead of boost).  

The fuel pressure regulator needs to connect to the vacuum port on the end of the 
intake manifold (right under the blower snout) (or to any spot that sees vacuum and boost) 
It is important that this gets boost when you are under boost, so that the fuel pressure rises 
accordingly. Use a zip tie to secure the line to the fuel pressure regulator (make sure there 
are no air leaks). 

The vacuum lines that are going to your throttle body will remain the same with the 
exception of the FPR. That small line that used to go from your TB to your fuel pressure 
regulator will need to be plugged. 
 
Intake manifold 
 
The 12 intake manifold bolts are removed with a 3/8” socket. The torque spec for 
installation is 11 ft/lbs. You will need to reuse your old coolant temp sensor (removed with 
¾” open end wrench).  
The intake manifold will have the inlet hole enlarged. This provides higher total flow rate 
and creates a more even flow of air to each cylinder. The Garlock gasket will need to be cut 
to match the machined lower intake.  

Removing the intake will make changing your oil before starting the car 
mandatory. Coolant and other contaminates will enter the crankcase and need to 
be removed or you can spin a bearing! 
Throttle body and upper intake 
 
The throttle body is removed with 3 10mm nuts. You’ll reuse your throttle body and these 3 
nuts on your M90. Be sure to use the enclosed TB gasket or you’ll have leaks. An L67 
throttle body can be used with the SS kit but the MAF tables will have to be reprogrammed 
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in your PCM to GTP. By keeping your L36 TB, fueling changes are easier. If you own our 
stage 1 L36 throttle body, keep it. It is a better choice for increased performance with the 
SS M90 kit because it outflows a stock GTP TB. 
 
Supercharger 
 
The M90 needs to be from ZZP and modified for use with the L36 SC kit. We have machined 
additional injector clearance with our blower. It also has the outlet machined to match the 
lower intake for better efficiency. The dowel pin on the throttle body mating surface must be 
removed if that has not already been done on your blower. The easiest way to do this is hit 
it with a hammer. It will go in much easier than being pulled out. When installing the pulley 
on the modular pulley system torque the bolts to 72 in/lbs. 
 The 97 blowers have an additional vacuum port on top of them just next to the 
bypass valve. It is important to know that it does not matter if you have this port on your 
blower or not. All the M90s are compatible with any year and make of car for the L36 SC kit. 
You simply need to do something with the two ports there. Block them off, use vacuum line 
and connect one to the other, use them in your vacuum line routing as described in the 
beginning; it doesn’t matter. Those two vacuum ports go directly into the manifold so they 
can be used just the same as the vacuum port under the snout in the lower intake. 

There is a bypass valve on the blower which needs a vacuum line connected to the 
top port (going to the top of the supercharger). The nipple fitting on the bottom of the boost 
bypass, does not go to anything and on some blowers it may not be present, make sure this 
port is NOT blocked. 

The blower must be tightened down in the following manner (see Supercharger 
torque sequence). Once tightened down check that the blower spins freely. 
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Engine brackets 
 
This kit requires the use of the GM cast iron coil pack bracket. This bracket is stock on 
97/98 engines. If you have a 99+ engine you will need the cast iron bracket and you will 
have to remove the aluminum bracket from the car.  

The top threaded stud going into the head will have to be removed with a 1/4” socket. 
This is where the standoff and idler pulley are going to be mounted using the included 
100mm bolt w/ washer as shown in pictures 11 & 12. 
 
Belt 
 
The belt routing is the same as stock with the exception of the added idler and L36 pulley. 
Instead of routing from your AC to your alternator, the belt will now go from your AC, then 
under the added idler pulley, over the supercharger and to the alternator. 

 
Fuel rails 
 
When removing the old fuel rails ensure there is no residual pressure in the rails otherwise 
they may spray fuel when removed. Disconnect the factory feed lines from the factory rail 
by squeezing the plastic clips together where the rail meets the fuel line. The modified fuel 
rails included with the kit are designed to use the old fuel pressure regulator and bolt on 
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using four of the bolts that bolt the blower down to the lower intake manifold. Be sure to 
lubricate the o-rings and install the fuel injectors into the fuel rails before bolting down the 
fuel rails/blower. After the blower and fuel rails are bolted down the rails are connected 
using the supplied braided line this connection requires NO sealant.  
 
If you are installing GTP injectors and have a newer vehicle you will need to cut off the 
wiring and plug that goes to the current injectors and install our injector connectors. They 
have the standard Bosch style connector that you will need. 
 
PCM 
 
The L36 PCM currently in your car is setup for a naturally aspirated engine, this will not 
work with the L36 Supercharger Kit.  

If you own a programmer, you can email us your bin file and we can make these 
changes for you. If you do not have a programmer, you can send in your PCM for changes 
or order one and pay a core charge. 
 
MISC 
 
Spark plugs used in NA applications are too hot and have too large a gap. Your plugs will 
need to be changed to the included Autolite 104s and the gap set to .052” 


